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1. Introduction

The Read All About It project is a collaboration between the
Australian National University, James Cook University, and the
National Library of Australia (NLA), building on the To Be Con-
tinued (TBC) database of historical Australian newspaper fiction
(Bode & Hetherington 2018–). The current project has two key
aims: to enhance the existing crowdsourcing and curatorial affor-
dances of TBC; and to facilitate and foster participatory literary
history through editing and publishing practices. In this paper we
describe the project’s overall objectives, the architecture of the
database, the editing and publishing platform and workflow, and
the affordances of this platform for literary researchers, within and
outside universities. We conclude with a discussion of the prac-
tical and theoretical implications of digital participation for the
construction and critique of national and transnational literary his-
tories.

2. Project Objectives and Participa-
tory Literary History

TBC currently exists as a server-side database, with bibliogra-
phical and textual records for over 35,000 publications of fiction in
nineteenth- and twentieth-century Australian newspapers (https://
cdhrdatasys.anu.edu.au/tobecontinued/). The two key strengths of
TBC are:

1.  It allows members of the public to discover, index, and cor-
rect the digital text of the bibliographical and digital record of
Australian newspaper fiction;

2.  It collaborates with the NLA to ensure that the results of
crowdsourcing activities are harvested and incorporated into
the library’s catalog.

In these ways, TBC completes a 360 degree data cycle: docu-
ments digitized by a cultural institution become data exported and
enriched by researchers and members of the public, which become
records returned to that institution.

The Read All About It project aims to improve the functionality
of the TBC database using serverless cloud architecture and mo-
dern design and development features. These improvements will:
enhance searching of existing records using diverse bibliographi-
cal ‘facets’ and full-text content; and facilitate harvesting of the
collection by the NLA through an open API. The process of rede-
velopment will also create an integrated collaborative digital edit-
ing (CDE) platform that allows users to.

1.  Collate discovered material (full stories or parts of stories)
into collections;

2.  Transform those collections into draft editions, which can be
edited, annotated and corrected;

3.  Publish stable, multiformat, platform-agnostic editions, inclu-
ding an option to deposit these editions into the NLA collec-
tion;

While the platform will allow academic and public literary his-
torians to participate in literary history, the API will ensure that
both TBC data and functionality can be incorporated into other di-
gital scholarly systems and tools.

3. Acyclical development of textual
objects

Central to the design of TBC as a bibliographic, curatorial, edi-
torial, and publishing platform is the metaphor of a ‘processing
pipeline’ as a directed acyclic graph. An acyclic graph never forms
a closed loop. Therefore, we imagine participation in these records
as a series of practices in which each development stage creates a
new object, which feeds into the next development stage to create
another object, without passing the new object back to the pre-
vious step.

We use this acyclical structure as a practical principle for de-
velopment. In its original form, the TBC database collects indivi-
dual “articles” in the NLA’s Trove database as records belonging
to particular “titles,” which then become new textual objects in
the NLA catalog. The CDE platform extends this process through
stages of collecting, editing, publishing, and depositing, in which
each creates new textual objects.

4. Implications of literary participation
In the spirit of Amanda Gailey’s vision of ‘defiant computing’,

in which localized, small-scale editing projects might ‘prompt
renewed attention on noncanonical, overlooked, radical histo-
ries’ (Gailey 2019), the Read All About It project aims to provide
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a platform, workflow, and simple editing tools that enable acade-
mic and public literary researchers to discover and edit newspaper
fiction, and produce digital editions that reiterate or remix histo-
rical publications, so an edition might be formed by combining
different titles or parts of titles, and could include the editors’ own
writing in their editing of past works.

Building on a model of participatory literary history that explo-
res the relationship of contemporary reading publics to literature
in the past (Potter & Magner 2018), this project argues that literary
history has always been and continues to be a participatory prac-
tice. The participation of editors, librarians, archivists, and literary
historians has produced the textual records of literary history. Di-
gitisation extends and transforms this process. The crowdsourcing
functions of the TBC project, combined with the anticipated use of
the CDE platform, suggest ways in which digital humanists might
explore and engage critically with the expressions of this histori-
cal process, and with emerging practices of participation. We are
thus interested in how this participatory platform can further the
work of challenging the authority of conventional narratives of
Australian and transnational literary history, by drawing attention
to texts and writing cultures that have escaped notice, while also
empowering new modes of intervention, and new communities of
involvement, in making literary history through textual produc-
tion.

The architecture, workflow, and digital artifacts described in
this paper draw attention to the implications of a postprint era
(Hayles 2021) for digital scholarly editing, potentially contribu-
ting to the development of new public forms of creative-critical
editing (Nabugodi and Ohge 2022). We suggest that the TBC da-
tabase, including the CDE platform – rather than the “enemy” of
narrative, as Lev Manovich (2002: 199) famously argued – might
in this way form a new ‘cognitive assemblage’ for literary history
(Hayles 2021), with which to reimagine notions of authorship,
agency, text and work.
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